BODEGA CASAR DE BURBIA
Casar de Godello
fermentado
TECHNICAL DATA
D.O. Bierzo
White wine
Varietals: 100% Godello grapes hand-picked and selected
from vineyards over 30 years old

WINEMAKING PROCESS
This Godello Fermented in Oak comes from the Valdepiñeiro plot,
one of the highest in the whole region. lt is a "single plot"wine of
which very few bottles are made. lt is born from soil primarily
made up of clay rich in aluminum, iron and quartz pebbles.
The winery carries out a peculiar type of maceration in which upon
arrival in the winery, the grapes are chilled. Then they continue on
to ferment in stainless steel vats, but finish the process in 1 st and
2nd year 500 and 600 liter French oak barreis, where they undergo
a 10 month aging, working the fine lees the whole time.
Afterwards, the wine is passed along with its lees back into
stainless steel vats to lie until it is bottled 7 months later.

TASTING NOTES
This "Burgundy" style Godello wine is long on the pal ate, with
strength, freshness and complexity. lt is, without a doubt, one of
the great white wines in the country. On the nose, there is a
magnificent blend of ripe and fresh fruits; preserves that standout
in a backdrop of delicate oak, touches of brick oven toast,
reminiscent of the forest: pine, rosemary and lemon pine scent, all
wrapped in citric and fresh notes that give it length. On the palate,
it is simply huge; compact, with great creaminess, fleshy but fresh,
deep ... ; touches of concentrated fruit and well blended oak, with
a powerful texture and the feeling that this is only the beginning
and that time is playing in its favor. lt is powerful but elegant wine,
perfect for those who are more patient and opt to cellar it for
sorne time.

FOOD PAIRING
Seafood, fish and rice dishes
Serving temperature: 12º-14º C

LOGISTICS
Cases of 6 bottles
Europallet:

casesper

pallet:

77/462 bottles

Case weight (kg): 1

Bottle bar code:

12 bottles: 14,52
kg
6 bottles: 7,26kg
8437004360601
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